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Types of DNA tests DNA tests focus on that .1% of genes that vary 

between different humans

There are three main types of “unique DNA” 

testing

1. Autosomal DNA (at-DNA) test

2. Y DNA

a. On the Y chromosome, male to male 

inheritance

3. MtDNA-mitochondrial DNA

a. Mitochondrion - a specific part of 

your cells that you get from your 

mother only



Chart of Y-DNA and MtDNA inheritance
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● Men can have Y DNA or MTDNA 
tested

● Women can only have their 
MTDNA tested
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● Mitochondria have their own distinct DNA 

○ Only inherited from your mother

○ Changes slowly over time

○ Mutation rates can vary

● Haplogroup

○ designates region of the world the line was

from many thousands of years ago

○ about 4,000 identified  haplogroups

● 23andMe and Living DNA give MtDNA haplogroup information, but 

FamilyTree DNA also gives more detailed marker information

MtDNA Facts



MtDNA Haplogroups of the World 
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● Letters A-Z

● Represent ancient migrations

● Subgroups-people from the same 

haplogroup with certain unique 

mutations

● Subgroups have letters and 

numbers added, L1b, H5a, etc



Example MTDNA Results
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https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/dna-reveals-newfoundland-mystery-1.5098101

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/dna-reveals-newfoundland-mystery-1.5098101


Why take an 
MtDNA test?

● Large scale population studies

● Identify ethnic origins on the female 
line

● Support or disprove a relationship on 
the female line

● Can join locality/common interest 
projects (Jewish, Newfoundland, etc) 
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Who tests
● Yourself (Male or female)

● A direct female line descendant of a 

female ancestor you have questions 

about
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How do I  take a 
MtDNA test?

Basic Testing Process

1. Order a mtDNA full sequence test 

kit from Family Tree DNA

2. Follow cheek swab instructions

3. Mail in sample per instructions
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Y DNA Facts
● Passed down through direct male 

line

● Y DNA test checks for mutations on 
Y chromosome

● Average of one mutation every 150 
years

● Haplogroups Letters A-Z

● Subgroups represent people from 

the same haplogroup with certain 

mutations in common

● Represents ancient migrations

● Useful for historical research and 
surname research
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Scholarly Uses of Y DNA data

“Surprising DNA found in ancient 

people from southern Europe.” 

National Geographic, 14 March 2019

“Genetic Legacy of the Mongols.” 

American Journal of Human Genetics, 

March 2003
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Why take a YDNA 
test?-Family 
History Research 
Reasons

● Differentiate between family groups with 
the same surname but different ancestors

● Prove or disprove “paper trail research”

● Solve a mystery (immigration or name 
change, brick wall, adoption/NPE)

● Identify ethnic origins on the male line
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Who tests?
● Self (if male)

● Your father, brother, or other male 

relative with the surname you are 

researching

● Others with the surname you are 

researching whose relationship is 

unknown
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How to Test
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Order a Y DNA kit from Family Tree DNA- Cheek Swab Test

Different Levels of testing

● Y-37 (the minimum) $119

● Y-111-$249

● Big-Y 700-$449 (10,000,000 base pairs)



Y DNA matching statistics

Different Levels of Testing

● Y-37 (SNP)

● Y-111 (SNP)

● Big-Y 700 (STR)

If you have a Y DNA question, start with 37, 

upgrade later if necessary
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Example Results of Y DNA test
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● Haplogroup info

● Mutation/Marker info

Matching surname

+ Matching Markers

= Recent Genealogical 

Relationship



Match List Example

● Genetic Distance= number 

of markers different

● Lists earliest known male 

line ancestor

● Can contact matches 
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DNA Surname projects
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Woodall Surname Project-Surprises

“We have learned one Woodall family group is 

fathered by an American Indian...and another 

family group was mothered by a Woodall but 

fathered by a Duncan….

Based on the results received to date, we have 

identified nineteen (19) Woodall  families.

The testing...has confirmed, for the most part, 

the hard work of Woodall family researchers of 

the over the last 30 years.  However, there are 

to date at least five cases where the paper trail 

generated by research has NOT been confirmed 

by DNA.”

-Woodall Surname Project 19



The Beauty of  Collaboration in DNA Surname Projects

All,

As we chart our family past the fourth generation, we are no longer relying on 

modern hard fact records, or the first hand testimony of surviving or relatively 

recently deceased ancestors.  Any combination of misunderstood paper gleanings, 

as well as the possibility of the grafting-in of other DNA types... would give us the 

DNA patchwork our Woodall Surname Project has thus far produced.

However, just look at the friendships we have grown and larger network of

Woodall researchers we have developed!

There’s nothing wrong with our results, (or past efforts) it just means that instead 

of having an absolute certainty about the paper trails developed in the past, we 

need to open up our investigations to other possibilities, both paper-wise and 

DNA-wise.  The two evidence methods complement each other, but neither one is 

an end all solution for a genealogy mystery.

Jeff Woodall-July 2005 20



When you get your results in 1-2 months:

● We can help in the BYU Family History 
Library (virtual help desk) 
https://fh.lib.byu.edu/contact-
information/

● Attach a family tree/oldest ancestors 
to your DNA results on Family Tree 
DNA’s website

● Join surname/region project, if 
applicable
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https://fh.lib.byu.edu/contact-information/


Helpful links
Family Tree DNA’s “Learn” section
https://www.familytreedna.com/learn/

Family Tree DNA scholarly papers on Y DNA research 

https://www.familytreedna.com/y-dna-papers.aspx

International Society of Genetic Genealogy Wiki 

article on Y DNA 

https://isogg.org/wiki/Y_chromosome_DNA_tests

International Society of Genetic Genealogy Wiki 

article on MtDNA  

https://isogg.org/wiki/Mitochondrial_DNA_tests

Haplogroup.org-Learn More about Y-DNA and MtDNA 

Haplogroups

https://haplogroup.org/
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https://www.familytreedna.com/learn/
https://www.familytreedna.com/y-dna-papers.aspx
https://isogg.org/wiki/Y_chromosome_DNA_tests
https://isogg.org/wiki/Mitochondrial_DNA_tests
https://haplogroup.org/

